
VIDEO ANIMATION

JOURNALING
COLLECTION

Vicky Papaiannou is a Greek artist. In her popular 
Youtube channel she shares inspiration in art jour-
naling, mixed media and card making. Her sweet 
and fresh voice is guiding the followers step by 
step to complete their work and Create Happiness 
through art. Happiness for oneself but also for 
others. Her first Collection for Stamperia is com-
posed of basic, must have products to start in art 
journaling. The collection offers a variety of spe-
cial journals both in paper and in sizes as well as 
ephemera, rub ons, stencils and stamps to create a 
page from start to finish. Enjoy the simplicity of 

creating your own happiness with Vicky.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZ7vD8Wkphk


How to create a Journal 
by VICKY PAPAIOANNOU

I get asked a lot about what is art journaling and 
what’s the point of it?! 

 
If you are a creative person and love to play with paints 
then you know the need to express yourself through art. 
But how about creating something just for you and not 

for others?!
In art journaling you work inside a book and not on a 
canvas, that you have to put up on the wall for others to 
criticize. Art journaling is all about the journey and not 
the destination. It’s not about perfection and there are no 
rules. You can use acrylics, sprays, stamps, stencils, pastes, 
markers, paper, rice paper… anything goes! Just play with 
your mediums and if you don’t like the finished project, 
who cares?! Just close the book and as long as you had fun 
it was a success! At the same time art journaling is an art 
study in composition, color combinations, mixed media 
techniques and knowing the properties of your mediums.

The more you create the closer you will get to your personal style and the techniques that work best for you. You can always browse 
through your art journal and see how much progress you have made and how your style has evolved. Inspired from a quote you 
heard, an image you show, your feelings or even the season you can come up with endless projects that reflect your thoughts. This 
brand new collection is all about that! “Create happiness” in your art journal and bring joy to your life through art! Basic supplies 
and versatile designs perfect not only for the experienced crafter but also for those who want to start now! 
Get your art journal out and play, it’s therapeutic and guaranteed to bring you happiness! But beware... it is addictive!



MIXED MEDIA JOURNAL - PAPER JOURNAL

36 Blank pages 300 gsm (gr/m2) ) - paper with cover and elastic band

Projects by Vicky Papaioannou

A5 - 5.8”x8.3
mm 148x210

JCH01A5

A5

A6 - 4.13”x5.83”
mm 105x148

JCH01A6

A6

Journals made out of special paper suitable for mixed media 
techniques. The pages are thick and you can work on both sides.

ACID FREENEW



Projects by Vicky Papaioannou

Unique Journal made of Stone Paper. A special paper made of 
natural fibers, extra strong that works great for mixed media. 

Use any medium including acrylics, sprays, stamps, pastes and 
even rice papers.

ACID FREE

A5 - 5.8”x8.3
mm 148x210

A6 - 4.13”x5.83”
mm 105x148

JCH02A5 JCH02A6

MIXED MEDIA JOURNAL - STONE PAPER JOURNAL

20 Blank stone paper pages cover and elastic band 

NEW

A5 A6



JCH03

MIXED MEDIA JOURNAL - RING JOURNAL

6”x9” - mm 152x229

80 pages printed in 8 different designs 290 gsm  (gr/m2) 
paper with cover and elastic band 

The Ring Journal comes with printed pages to have a background to start with. Remove
the pages for ease of use, change the order of the pages and create any project as the

background designs are very soft to match any style.

NEW



MIXED MEDIA JOURNAL - RING JOURNAL
Projects by Vicky Papaioannou

NEW

RING JOURNAL
STENCIL
STENCIL
STENCIL
STENCIL
STENCIL
CLEAR STAMP
CLEAR STAMP
EPHEMERA
DYE INK - CERULEAN BLUE
DYE INK - BLACK SHADOW
ALLEGRO MILK WHITE
ALLEGRO PINK
ALLEGRO DOLL PINK
AQUACOLOR 
AQUACOLOR
VOLUME PASTE
EXTRA STRONG GLUE

JCH03
KSTDL62
KSTDL63
KSTDL64
KSTDL65
KSTDL66
WTK159
WTK160

DFLCT01
WKPR04
WKPR01
KAL110

KAL16
KAL59

KAQ003
KAQ018

K3P67
DC07M



STENCILS 
cm 12x25

Create Happiness stencils are designed by Vicky Papaioannou to decorate your journal pages. Use your pastes, inks or paints to 
add texture on your backgrounds, create borders and dress up the corners of your project.

KSTDL62 KSTDL65KSTDL63 KSTDL64 KSTDL66



Clear Stamps 
cm 14x18

Two must have stamp sets, providing you with basic background 
designs as well as a fun alphabet set to put together your own quotes Ephemera are adhesive paper cut outs for journaling. They are the heart 

and soul of the Create Happiness collection. Easy to apply, combine them 
to create the perfect focal point for your pages.

WTK159 WTK160

ADHESIVE PAPER CUT OUTS

cm 12x16.5
64 pcs

DFLCT01

NEW

300 gsm
( gr/m2)



The magic of the Rub On is to transfer an image easily into your project. Depending on
the colour of the background you can choose black or white Rub On or even go with
colorful. Vibrant borders, images and wording add that special touch into your projects. 

DFLRB01 DFLRB02 DFLRB03
cm 10x21.6

Black
cm 10x21.6

White
cm 10x21.6
Coloured

NEW



MATT GLUE
NEW

Matt Glue is designed spe-
cifically for journaling. 
The thin tip allows you to 
be very precise in placing 
the glue and even more 
important it is matt and it 
doesn’t show on your page. 
You can use it also as a fin-
ish to protect your work. It 
dries quickly allowing you 
to glue many layers without 
long waits. It easily comes 

off from your hands.



DYE INK PAD 

Acid Free, dry instantly, alcohol marker friendly. Great for stamping and perfect for ink blending. Use the 
ink over stencils or blend it out to obtain an aging and antiquing effect. Activates with water and works 

for lift color techniques. Six must have colours are the basics to Create Happiness.

WKPR01
BLACK SHADOW

WKPR02
COFFEE

WKPR03
BLUE NAVY

WKPR04
CERULEAN BLUE

WKPR05
BURGUNDY

WKPR06
NATURE

Available at 

the end 

of August

NEW



KALKIT29

Allegro

KAL42
BLUE

AVIATION

KAL43
COOKIE

KAL30
NATURE GREEN

KAL16
PINK

KAL59
DOLL PINK

KAL110
MILK WHITE

Allegro Acrylics are highly covering , matt and very soft. Ideal for all 
surfaces. 

KR24/S

Brush
Flat point brush 

size 14

K3T02/S

Trowel spatula
small 

Metal Spatula 
without pack 
cm 5.5 x 2.5

Spray paints for all surfaces , including plastic and 
textile. Very resistant, brilliant, transparent. Suitable 

for backgrounds and for vintage effects. 

Aquacolor 

KAQ004
LEATHER 

ML 60

KAQ018
TURQUOISE

ML 60

K3P67
ML 150

Modelling paste: soft, easy 
to model, extra volume, 

matt.

Volume Paste


